
Week 3: MPI

Day 05 :: Abstractions, 
parallel libraries



Data abstractions

I. F. Sbalzarini. Abstractions and middleware for petascale computing and 
beyond. Intl. J. Distr. Systems & Technol., 1(2):40–56, 2010.



What are data abstractions?

§ Data structures
§ Self-contained data objects with an internal 

structure
§ They encapsulate the data (and their parallel 

distribution) transparently
§ Easy to reason about
§ Black-box
§ Building blocks of any hybrid particle-mesh 

simulation



Topologies

§ A (data) topology is a domain 
decomposition, including the corresponding 
processor assignment.

Domain decomposition: results in (>=#proc) sub-domains

Processor assignment: distributes the sub-domains onto
processors



Meshes

§ Meshes are regular Cartesian grids, 
independently defined on each sub-domain 
of a given topology.

§ Cartesian is sufficient as unstructured meshes can 
be treated as connected particles

§ Multiple meshes with, e.g., different resolutions can 
be used on each topology

§ Sub-grid scale phenomena can be treated on 
particles



Particles

§ Particles are defined by their position and 
the properties they carry.

§ They are zero-dimensional compute elements.



Connections

§ Connections define relationships between 
particles.

§ A connection is always defined on two particles. 
§ Connected particles can be used to model, e.g., 

unstructured meshes, triangulations, molecular 
bonds, etc.

§ Connections constrain domain decompositions and 
influence P-P interactions.



Cell lists

§ Each sub-domain is subdivided into equi-sized 
cuboidal cells

§ Each cell carries a list (or linked list) of all the 
particles inside that cell 

§ Construction of cell lists is O(N)
§ No communication necessary

C(i)={13,6}

C(j)={3}



Verlet lists

§ In a Verlet list each particle has an explicit 
list of particles it has to interact with.

§ Computationally most efficient (no overhead)
§ Needs more memory (to store the lists on each

particle)
§ Lists need to be re-constructed after particles have 

moved (far enough)
§ Can be constructed in O(N) time using intermediate 

cell lists (no communication necessary)



Verlet lists

§ In 3D, a Verlet list contains up to 6 times less 
particles than the corresponding cell list.€ 

27 /(4π /3) = 81/(4π ) ≈ 6



When to update the Verlet lists?

§ Update (or reconstruct) the Verlet lists as soon 
as any particle has moved more than the skin 
thickness. Conservative estimate given by 
2*vmax (on that sub-domain).

§ (Cell lists need to be reconstructed every time 
any particle has moved!)

r

skin



Operation
abstractions

I. F. Sbalzarini. Abstractions and middleware for petascale computing and 
beyond. Intl. J. Distr. Systems & Technol., 1(2):40–56, 2010.



What are operation abstractions?

§ Methods
§ Self-contained collections of operations 

(communication or computation)
§ They operate on data abstraction objects 

(topologies, meshes, particle lists, etc.) to 
produce a certain result

§ Easy to reason about
§ Black-box
§ Building blocks of any hybrid particle-mesh 

simulation



Mappings

§ A mapping is a communication operation 
that distributes data (any data abstraction) 
to processors such that each processor has 
the data which live on sub-domains of this 
processor.

§ Global (all-to-all communication)
§ Local (only neighboring processors) 

==> communication scheduling!
§ Ghost get (receive ghost particles/mesh points)
§ Ghost put (send ghosts back and add their 

contribution to the proper real element) 



Topology creation

§ A topology creation is an operation that 
performs domain decomposition and 
processor assignment. We need to specify:

§ The extent of the computational domain
§ The domain decomposition method to be used
§ The processor assignment method to be used
§ The set of particles and/or meshes to which the 

decomposition should be adapted



P-P interactions

§ Particles interact with other particles in 
order to exchange properties.

§ Global (all N2 interactions are computed)
==> prefer non-geographic domain decomposition

§ Local (particles only interact with neighbors within a 
certain radius)

§ Local interactions are efficiently computed in O(N) 
using cell lists or Verlet lists



Symmetry in P-P interactions

§ Most P-P interactions are symmetric.
§ If the interaction results in particle A receiving a 

certain amount of a property, the interaction partner B 
has to loose the same amount of the same property

§ Basis: conservation laws from physics (mass, energy, 
impulse, charge, …)

§ This can be exploited to reduce the 
computational cost by a factor of 2.



Symmetry in P-P interactions

§ Compute the interaction only once for each pair 
of particles, add the result to one particle and 
at the same time subtract from the other.



Global P-P interactions

§ Are O(N2)
§ Avoid if possible (e.g. replacing by equivalent 

operations on the mesh or fast N-body solvers)
§ If not avoidable, use non-geographic domain 

decomposition
§ Examples: electrostatics, gravity, Biot-Savart 

law, matrix inversion…



Local P-P interactions

§ Are O(N)
§ Particles only interact with other particles that 

are closer than a certain interaction cutoff.
§ Neighbors can be efficiently found using cell 

lists or Verlet lists (no connectivity information is 
available like on the mesh)

§ Examples: Diffusion, van der Waals forces, 
collision detection, wave propagation, chemical 
reactions, …



Local P-P interactions

§ Geographic position is important: use 
geographic domain decomposition

§ Ghost layer of thickness cutoff provides the 
needed values to update particles close to the 
sub-domain boundary

Ghost layer



Interpolations

§ An interpolation is a compute operation that 
maps particle properties onto mesh nodes 
or the other way around.

§ PM interpolation (interpolate particle properties onto 
a mesh)

§ MP interpolation (interpolate a mesh field onto 
particles)



Interpolations are P-P interactions

Particles give strength to 
neighboring mesh nodes that can 
themselves be considered particles. 
We do not need any new 
abstraction to treat interpolations!



Symmetry in local P-P interactions

§ Compute the interaction only once for each pair 
of particles, add the result to one particle and 
at the same time subtract from the other.

§ But: what if one of the two is a ghost? (ghosts 
are read-only copies)

§ Symmetric interactions change the properties of 
ghosts, so the change must be communicated 
back to the processor where the corresponding 
real particle sits and added there.

§ The “ghost put” operation does this
§ Communication overhead: speedup is <2!



Symmetric local P-P interactions

§ Ghost layers are only needed on half of the sub-
domain boundaries

§ The other interactions are computed on the 
neighboring sub-domain and sent back via 
ghost put.



Ghost put: side remark

§ The same also happens in PM interpolations.
§ (NOT in MP since we get the mesh ghosts 

before interpolating onto the real particles)
§ After PM interpolations, a ghost put is needed 

for the mesh ghosts!



Asymmetric local P-P interact. using cell lists

§ All cells are of edge length cutoff
§ Each particle interacts with:

§ All particles in the same cell
§ All particles in any of the adjacent cells

§ Need a layer of ghost cells all around each sub-
domain (not necessarily filled with ghost 
particles if the sub-domain boundary is not an 
inter-processor boundary). 

cutoff



Symmetric local P-P interact. using cell lists

§ Each particle interacts with:
§ Half of the particles in the same cell
§ All particles in half (or less!) of the adjacent cells

§ Need a layer of ghost cells on some boundaries 
of each sub-domain.

asymmetric symmetric symmetric with diagonals



Symmetric cell lists

§ In 3D the symmetric cell-cell interactions are:

0-0, 0-1, 0-3, 0-4, 0-9, 0-10, 0-12, 0-13, 
1-3, 1-9, 1-12, 3-9, 3-10, and 4-9

§ Cells are numbered in ascending x, y, z, starting 
from the center cell with index 0.

§ (the interactions in 2D are:  0-0, 0-1, 0-3, 0-4, 
and 1-3)

I. F. Sbalzarini, J. H. Walther, M. Bergdorf, S. E. Hieber, E. M. Kotsalis, and P. Koumoutsakos. 
PPM – a highly efficient parallel particle-mesh library for the simulation of continuum systems. 
J. Comput. Phys., 215(2):566–588, 2006.



Asymmetric local P-P inter. using Verlet lists

§ Each particle knows the list of all other particles 
within its Verlet sphere

§ Simply loop over the list to compute the 
interactions



Symmetric local P-P inter. using Verlet lists

§ The Verlet lists only contain the unique 
interaction partners in the first place

§ Just loop over the whole Verlet list for each 
particle

§ But: when constructing the Verlet lists, account 
for symmetry by using symmetric intermediate 
cell lists!



Field solvers

§ A field solver uses the values on mesh nodes to 
compute the solution of an equation on the 
same mesh.

§ Field solvers are operation abstractions that can 
be composed from smaller ones.

Example: Poisson solver



Other operator abstractions

§ File I/O (transparent parallel I/O)
§ Constructing cell lists and Verlet lists
§ Load re-balancing
§ Fast N-body solvers such as Fast Multipole 

Methods
§ …



Abstract 
Languages

I. F. Sbalzarini. Abstractions and middleware for petascale computing and 
beyond. Intl. J. Distr. Systems & Technol., 1(2):40–56, 2010.



Data abstractions summary

topology(sub-domains, processor assignments) 
particle(position, properties) 
mesh(resolution) 
connection(particle1, particle2) 

We have defined the following data abstractions that 
provide a sufficient set for any hybrid particle-mesh 
simulation:



Operation abstractions summary

mapping(type, {particle} or mesh or {connection}, 
topology) 

interaction({particle} or {connection} or {mesh} 
or {particle, mesh}, kernel, cutoff) 

create_topology(computational_domain, {particle, 
mesh, connection}, domain_decomposition, 
processor_assignment) 

The following operation abstractions on these data are 
sufficient for any hybrid particle-mesh simulation:



Properties of these abstractions

§ Mappings are pure communication 
operations 

§ Interactions are pure compute operations
§ This makes explicit the communication 

overhead of a simulation already in its 
abstract specification  

§ The abstractions naturally define a language 
in which parallel simulations can be specified 



Example: a molecular dynamics simulation

read or create {particle}(atoms),{connection}(bonds); 
t1 = create_topology(computational_domain,{particle, 
connection},ROB,minEdgeCut); 
mapping(global,{particle},t1); 
mapping(global,{connection},t1); 
for time-step = 1,...,T do    

mapping(ghost-get,{particle},t1); 
mapping(ghost-get,{connection},t1); 
# non-bonded interactions
interaction({particle},LJ,cutoff); 
# bond interactions
interaction({connection},bond,cutoff); 
update the positions and properties in {particle}; 
mapping(local,{particle},t1);
mapping(local,{connection},t1);

end 



Example: a molecular dynamics simulation

t2 = create_topology(computational_domain,{m1},x-
pencil,minEdgeCut);
t3 = create_topology(computational_domain,{m1},y-
pencil,minEdgeCut);
t4 = create_topology(computational_domain,{m1},z-
pencil,minEdgeCut);

Far-field interactions (electrostatics) can be computed 
using FFTs on a mesh m1.

Outside of the time loop, define the three additional pencil 
topologies:



Example: a molecular dynamics simulation

mapping(global,m1,t2) 
interaction({m1},FFT,Lx) # compute FFT in x direction 
mapping(global,m1,t3) 
interaction({m1},FFT,Ly) # compute FFT in y direction 
mapping(global,m1,t4)
interaction({m1},FFT,Lz) # compute FFT in z direction 
mapping(global,m1,t1) 

Inside the time loop, do FFTs as:



Parallel Libraries



The PPM Library



What is PPM?

§ Middleware library for parallel particle mesh 
simulations

§ Implements data and operation abstractions 
defined as transparent, scalable distributed 
objects



§ Goal: make HPC systems easier to use and 
reduce code development time.

§ Enable non-traditional HPC user fields (biology, 
social sciences, economics, psychology, ...).

§ Re-usable code base: well tested, improvements  
immediately benefit all applications.

§ Portable code across (heterogeneous) 
architectures

Why middleware?



§ use of symmetry in particle-particle 
interactions

§ ease of use and flexibility
§ parallel scaling in CPU time and memory
§ independence from specific applications / 

physics
§ adaptive domain decompositions 
§ good portability across platforms
§ good vectorization of all major loops
§ re-usable, well tested code base

PPM design goals



Easy to use and efficient infrastructure for 
particle-mesh simulations on parallel computers

The PPM library

Sbalzarini et al., J. Comput. Phys. 215:556. 2006. 

Awile et al., Proc ICNAAM,  pp. 1313, 2010. 



The PPM Data Abstractions

7.2. PPM ABSTRACTIONS

(a) particles (b) mesh (c) connections (d) topology

Figure 7.1. PPM provides four types of data abstractions: particles (a), meshes
(b), connections (c), and toplogies (d). Hybrid particle-mesh simulations can be
expressed in terms of particles and meshes. Connections allow particle-particle
associations, representing for example covalent bonds in molecular dynamics,
contact lists in discrete element methods, or graph edges in social networks.

pointers.

• Particles and mesh are abstractions that represent the corre-
sponding discretization elements as defined in chapter 1. Parti-
cles are defined by their positions and properties, while a mesh
is defined by its resolution, offset and a set of patch origins and
extents. Mesh patches allow for local mesh refinements as used
in adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) methods. One simulation
may contain several sets of particles and meshes that interact
with each other (Fig. 7.1 (a) and (b)).

• Connections (Fig. 7.1 (c)) are particle-particle associations that
can be used to model e.g., unstructured grids, graphs, or chemical
bonds between atoms represented by particles.

• A topology is defined by a domain decomposition and a subdomain-
to-processor assignment (Figs. 7.1 (d) and 7.2, upper-right panel).
During a simulation, one or several topologies can be created
(or destroyed), and each particle set, mesh, and connection set
is mapped to at most one topology at a time. The choice of
decomposition largely depends on the compute operations to be
executed on the data abstractions and the distribution of the par-
ticles, mesh patches and connections. For example, fast Fourier
transforms are most efficiently executed on slab decompositions
(c.f. section 2.1.1) due to the structure of this computation.

2. Communication abstractions provide transparent inter-process
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The PPM Operation Abstractions

7.2. PPM ABSTRACTIONS

computational domain

⌦
create

toplogy

g

l

o

b
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g

ghost (get)

mapping

Figure 7.2. Using the topology abstraction, the computational domain ⌦ is
decomposed and the sub-domains assigned to processors (upper panels). The
global mapping abstraction distributes particles, meshes, and connections across
the processors (represented by the graph) as specified by to the topology (lower-
left panel). The ghost get mapping abstraction creates ghost layers around
subdomains according to the topology and the boundary conditions (in the
example shown here, periodic boundary conditions).
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§ The Library automatically (transparently) performs:

§ Adaptive domain decomposition:
§ Generate >>Nproc sub-domains with associated cost
§ Build smaller sub-domains in high-density regions

§ Dynamic load balancing:
§ Probe and monitor individual processor speeds
§ Dynamically assign sub-domains to processors (particles AND mesh)
§ Re-decomposition if amortized, predict re-decomp time points

§ Communication scheduling:
§ Probe and monitor communication speeds (empirical topology)
§ Build graph of application communication need
§ Minimal edge coloring (+1 bound) to determine near-optimal schedule

The PPM library



§ Vortex methods
for incompressible fluids
10B particles, 16’384 processors, 62% efficiency

§ Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics
for compressible fluids
268M particles, 128 processors, 91% efficiency

§ Particle diffusion
242 processors, 84%, up to 1 Billion particles

§ Discrete element methods
192 processors, 40%, up to 122M particles

§ Molecular dynamics
256 processors, 63%, up to 8M particles

Past applications of the PPM library



mosaic.mpi-cbg.de
Koumoutsakos group, CSE Lab, ETHZ
Walther group, DTU Copenhagen
Sbalzarini group, TU Dresden & MPI-CBG



Fortran 2003 class structure in PPM

CHAPTER 3. TOWARD AN OBJECT-ORIENTED PPM
CORE

1 >$ FUNITFLAGS="��procs =1 ,3" make f t e s t
Makef i l e : 7 3 : Checking f o r d i r e c t o r i e s . . .
Makef i l e : 7 9 : done .

=========================[ FUNIT STARTED ]==========================

�����������������������[ expand t e s t s u i t e s ]�����������������������
ppm_module_ode_typedef regenerated !

����������������������������[ compile ]�����������������������������
11 computing dependencies done !

l o c a t i n g source s done !
wr i t ing make f i l e done !
compi l ing done !

===========[ Sta r t ing t e s t s e r i e s f o r 1 ,3 p roce s so r ( s ) ]============

================[ STARTING TEST ON 1 PROCESSOR(S) ]=================
ppm_module_ode_typedef t e s t s u i t e :

[ 0 ] ( ppm_init ) : ∗∗∗ This i s the PPM l i b r a r y s t a r t i n g on i n f . ethz . ch
21 [ 0 ] Passed 1274 o f 1274 po s s i b l e a s s e r t s compris ing 55 o f 55 t e s t s .

============================[ SUMMARY ]=============================

ppm_module_ode_typedef passed

================[ STARTING TEST ON 3 PROCESSOR(S) ]=================
ppm_module_ode_typedef t e s t s u i t e :

[ 0 ] ( ppm_init ) : ∗∗∗ This i s the PPM l i b r a r y s t a r t i n g on i n f . ethz . ch
[ 1 ] Passed 902 o f 902 po s s i b l e a s s e r t s compris ing 55 o f 55 t e s t s .

31 [ 2 ] Passed 906 o f 906 po s s i b l e a s s e r t s compris ing 55 o f 55 t e s t s .
[ 0 ] Passed 1254 o f 1254 po s s i b l e a s s e r t s compris ing 55 o f 55 t e s t s .

============================[ SUMMARY ]=============================

ppm_module_ode_typedef passed

Listing 3.1 Report generated when running the unit testing framework of the
PPM numerics library with one and three MPI processes.

Particles
xp : Real
globalMap()
ghostGetMap()
ghostPutMap()
localMap()

Mesh
nm : Integer
h : Real
o�set : Real
globalMap()
ghostGetMap()

Operator
degree : Integer
coe�s : Real
discretize()

OperatorDiscretization
order : Integer
�ags : Integer
compute()

DiscretizationKind

ParticleProperty
data : Real

MeshDiscretizationData

DiscretizationData

Field
name : String
dim : Integer
isDiscretizedOn()
mapGhostPush()
mapGhostPop()
newOperation()

Figure 3.1. The object-oriented design of PPM core. The main abstract data
types and their concrete subtypes are shown. We show a subset of the data and
methods of implemented in these types.
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Fortran 2003 class structure in PPM

Particles:

CHAPTER 3. TOWARD AN OBJECT-ORIENTED PPM
CORE

Particles
xp : Real
globalMap()
ghostGetMap()
ghostPutMap()
localMap()

ParticleProperty
data : Real

OperatorDiscretization
order : Integer
�ags : Integer
compute()

NeigborList
cuto� : Real
skin : Real
vlist : Real

Field
name : String
dim : Integer

isDiscretizedOn()
mapGhostPush()
mapGhostPop()
newOperation()

VariableBlobParticles

SelfOrganizingParticles

selfOrganize()

Connections

Figure 3.2. Class diagram of the PPM particles type and associated types. We
show a subset of the data and methods of implemented in these types.

Figure 3.3. The mesh data type and associated types. We show a subset of the
data and methods of implemented in these types.

adaptive-resolution hybrid particle-mesh methods [Rasmussen et al., 2011].

In addition to particles and meshes, we have extended the PPM library
with two entirely new data types: field , and operator . Instances of field
and operator types encapsulate abstract concepts of a model’s governing
equations (i.e., Eqs. 1.1 and 1.2). The field type encapsulates the math-
ematical description of a continuous quantity. Fields can be discretized
onto instances of particles or mesh types, instructing the latter instances
to internally allocate the necessary memory for a new particle property or
mesh data, respectively. The operator type represents differential operators
in the governing equations. An operator instance can be discretized onto
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Fortran 2003 class structure in PPM

Meshes:

CHAPTER 3. TOWARD AN OBJECT-ORIENTED PPM
CORE

Figure 3.2. Class diagram of the PPM particles type and associated types. We
show a subset of the data and methods of implemented in these types.

Field
name : String
dim : Integer

isDiscretizedOn()
mapGhostPush()
mapGhostPop()
newOperation()

Mesh
nm : Integer
h : Real
o�set : Real

globalMap()
ghostGetMap()

OperatorDiscretization
order : Integer
�ags : Integer
compute()

MeshDiscretizationData SubPatch
data : Real

Figure 3.3. The mesh data type and associated types. We show a subset of the
data and methods of implemented in these types.

adaptive-resolution hybrid particle-mesh methods [Rasmussen et al., 2011].

In addition to particles and meshes, we have extended the PPM library
with two entirely new data types: field , and operator . Instances of field
and operator types encapsulate abstract concepts of a model’s governing
equations (i.e., Eqs. 1.1 and 1.2). The field type encapsulates the math-
ematical description of a continuous quantity. Fields can be discretized
onto instances of particles or mesh types, instructing the latter instances
to internally allocate the necessary memory for a new particle property or
mesh data, respectively. The operator type represents differential operators
in the governing equations. An operator instance can be discretized onto
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PPM example

Creating a field, discretizing the field onto particles, and mapping ghosts:

CHAPTER 3. TOWARD AN OBJECT-ORIENTED PPM
CORE

type ( ppm_t_field ) : : U
type ( ppm_t_particles_d ) : : pset

4 ca l l U%crea t e (1 , in fo ,name="Concentrat ion " )
ca l l pset%i n i t i a l i z e ( globalNp , in fo , topoid=topoid )
ca l l pset%se t_cuto f f ( 3 ._mk ∗ pset%h_avg , i n f o )
ca l l pset%map( in fo , g l oba l =. t rue . , topoid=topoid )
ca l l U%di s c r e t i z e_on ( pset , i n f o )

9 ca l l pset%map_ghosts_get ( i n f o )
ca l l pset%comp_neighl ist ( i n f o )

Listing 3.2 Creating a field, initializing particles, discretizing the field onto the
particles, and performing global and ghost mappings in the new PPM API.
Finally, we compute a Verlet list on the particles. The two top lines show the
required type declarations.

format for 2D and 3D visualization. It is also the basis of the popular 3D
visualization application Paraview. We created a PPM module that allows
writing particle and meshdata into VTK-formatted files. When executed in
parallel, each processor writes its own VTK-part file, since the VTK format
natively supports splitting data across several files. Our implementation
makes use of the name strings set by the user when initializing new fields,
particles, or meshes.

In order to simplify the creation and processing of configuration files for
PPM client applications, and the handling of command-line arguments,
we have created a new control file module. This module offers a simple
interface for programmatically creating configuration files, including param-
eter grouping and type checking. Furthermore, configuration parameters
can be supplied as command-line arguments that are processed at client
initialization. These arguments override configuration file settings.

Lastly, we have added a simple implementation of Peano-Hilbert curve
key-sorting for particle positions. Space filling curves can improve the
cache locality of spatial data due to their locality properties [Gotsman and
Lindenbaum, 1996, Griebel and Zumbusch, 1998, Kowarschik and Weiß,
2003]. Specifically, we have implemented a Fortran wrapper for a fast bit-
manipulation C implementation of Peano-Hilbert curve key-sorting. The
method first iterates once through all particle positions, determining the
particles’ positions in Hilbert space and storing the so-obtained linear
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The PPML DSL

Fortran mixed with macros and 
“extensions”

foreach p in particles(pset) with 
sca_fields(w=field,dw=update)

  dw_p = exp(w_p)
end foreach

parse
AST representation ppm_cg macro 

collection

ANTLR

Standard compilable Fortran 2003

call parts%get(field,w_wp_p,info)

IF (info.NE.0) THEN
  info = ppm_error_error
  CALL ppm_error(ppm_err_sub_failed, &
    "getting field for pset",caller, 74 , info)
  GOTO 9999
END IF

call parts%get(update,dw_wp_p,info)

pre-process

IF (info.NE.0) THEN
  info = ppm_error_error
  CALL ppm_error(ppm_err_sub_failed, &
    "getting field for pset",caller, 74 , info)
  GOTO 9999
END IF

  do p=1,parts%Npart
    dw_wp_p(p) = exp(w_wp_p(p))
  end do

compile &
link with ppm

PPM client gfortran



PPML Implementation7.4. IMPLEMENTATION

Parser

Tree parser

Macro processor
PPML

compiler

Fortran generation
classes

Macro
collection

PPML
client

Fortran PPM
client

PPM abstractions

MPI

OpenCL

forthreads

BLAS

FFTW

Fortran
compiler

Figure 7.3. The PPML framework. Line arrows represent “used by” relationships,
hollow arrows show the processing order. The PPML compiler is supported by
the parser and the tree parser, which in turn uses the PPML macro collection
and the Fortran generation classes to expand PPML operations to Fortran
source code.

elements declared within the current scope. Using this data structure it is
possible to provide simple implicit type declarations for PPML variables.
The macro collection consists of a set of macros that contain template
PPML operations and iterator code. The generator performs the actual
source-to-source compilation. Whenever a PPML operation or language
element is encountered, the pre-processor looks up the appropriate macro
and injects the resulting Fortran code into the target code. The basic op-
eration and component structure of the PPML framework is shown in Fig.
7.3. The PPML framework is implemented using the Ruby programming
language, which provides a number of libraries and tools for parsing, code
generation, and command-line handling. Furthermore, Ruby provides the
eRuby templating framework, a useful tool for the macro collection compo-
nent of PPML. eRuby is Ruby’s built-in templating language that allows
regular text files to be augmented with Ruby code that can be evaluated
by the Ruby interpreter and replaced by its result (similar to how PPML
code is evaluated to Fortran code).
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PPML example
Iterating over distributed particles:

Iterating over a distributed mesh:

CHAPTER 7. THE PARALLEL PARTICLE MESH
LANGUAGE

Control flow structure

foreach p in p a r t i c l e s ( pset ) with f i e l d s ( f ) ! [ op t i ons ]

! i t e r a t o r body

f_p = ! . . .

end foreach

Particle position and property data can directly be accessed using the
foreach particle iterator. Individual particle positions and properties
are accessed using a LATEX-like _ subscript notation.

foreach n in equi_mesh (M) with s c a_ f i e l d s ( f , d f ) &

& i nd i c e s ( i , j ) &

& stenc i l_width (1 , 1 )

for real

df_n = ( f_n [ �1 , ] + f_n [+1 , ] + &

& f_n [ , �1] + f_n [ ,+1 ] � 4 .0_mk∗f_n )/h2

for north

! . . .

end foreach

Mesh iterators allow the programmer to loop through all nodes of a
mesh, irrespective of its geometry. The basic foreach control-flow
structure can be extended with user-defined options and clauses.
Array index offsets can be used as a notational shortcut when writing
mesh operator stencils.

Table 7.1. Examples of PPML control-flow structures.
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CHAPTER 7. THE PARALLEL PARTICLE MESH
LANGUAGE

Control flow structure

foreach p in p a r t i c l e s ( pset ) with f i e l d s ( f ) ! [ op t i ons ]

! i t e r a t o r body

f_p = ! . . .

end foreach

Particle position and property data can directly be accessed using the
foreach particle iterator. Individual particle positions and properties
are accessed using a LATEX-like _ subscript notation.

foreach n in equi_mesh (M) with s c a_ f i e l d s ( f , d f ) &

& i nd i c e s ( i , j ) &

& stenc i l_width (1 , 1 )

for real

df_n = ( f_n [ �1 , ] + f_n [+1 , ] + &

& f_n [ , �1] + f_n [ ,+1 ] � 4 .0_mk∗f_n )/h2

for north

! . . .

end foreach

Mesh iterators allow the programmer to loop through all nodes of a
mesh, irrespective of its geometry. The basic foreach control-flow
structure can be extended with user-defined options and clauses.
Array index offsets can be used as a notational shortcut when writing
mesh operator stencils.

Table 7.1. Examples of PPML control-flow structures.
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Making it even simpler?CHAPTER 7. THE PARALLEL PARTICLE MESH
LANGUAGE

Figure 7.4. The main webCG interface. On the left, the block list and property
editor view are seen. On the top, the main menu bar and the project title are
placed. The interface is dominated by the SVG block-diagram editor.

ing simulations (Figs. 7.4 and 7.5). The block-diagram editor is rendered
using SVG. SVG has so far predominantly been used for visualizations, and
not for interactive user interfaces, only few libraries exist for manipulating
SVG. We therefore extend YUI’s DOM manipulation framework to also
handle the SVG object model. This allows us to capture and process user
interactions with the diagram editor. Furthermore, we implement a cus-
tom SVG widget-rendering engine for updating the diagram’s block and
wiring widgets. The wires connecting the blocks are rendered by a simple
auto-routing routine so that they don’t cross other widgets.

Data model The client maintains a graph data structure that is updated
according to the manipulations performed on the block diagram. Each
PPML type instance or operation is represented by a graph vertex that
carries attributes. Attributes are set by the user through the user interface
and parameterize the code generation of the associated vertex. The vertices
are connected by directed edges that represent the data-flow wires. An edge
e(v

i

, v
j

) establishes a “happens before” relationship between vertices v
i

and
v
j

. In order to generate PPML code, this graph is traversed in topological
order. Whenever the order of two vettices cannot be resolved, the position
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7.6. A VISUAL PROGRAMMING INTERFACE FOR
PPM

(a) (b)

Figure 7.5. WebCG views showing the build process of a PPML client (a) and
the status of running PPM simulation jobs (b).

of the corresponding diagram blocks along the vertical axis of the canvas
is used.

Server communication The web client communicates with the server via
a stateless and asynchronous HTTP protocol offered through the server
API. This allows the web client to remain responsive when waiting for the
server to complete an operation. The data returned from the server are
checked for errors, and invalid server responses are reported to the user.

7.6.1.2. Server-side architecture

The server is implemented in Ruby using the Sinatra web-application frame-
work. PPML clients and PPM jobs are stored and handled using the server
file system based storage. No additional overhead for setting up and main-
taining a database is hence required. The server’s HTTP API covers all
expected operations from project listing, loading, and deleting, to building
and executing PPM clients. Each PPM client is executed in a separate
thread in order to ensure that the server remains responsive. Even though
the current implementation directly executes PPM clients, it can be ex-
tended to use a cluster job scheduler.
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1 ode method "rk4" on c
2 @c!U

@t

= constDu * r2 c!U - c!U * c!V2 + F * (1.0 - c!U)
3 @c!V

@t

= constDv * r2 c!V + c!U * c!V2 + (F + kRate) * c!V
4 end ode

P
P
M

L

1 rhs grayscott_rhs_0(U=>c, V)
2 get_fields(dU, dV)
3
4 dU = apply_op(L, U)
5 dV = apply_op(L, V)
6
7 foreach p in particles(c) with positions(x) sca_fields(U, V, dU, dV)
8 dU_p = constDu * dU_p - U_p * (V_p**2) + F * (1.0 - U_p)
9 dV_p = contstDv * dV_p + U_p * (V_p**2) - (F + k_rate) * V_p

10 end foreach
11 end rhs

Fig. 14. PDE specification in PPME (top) and the generated right-hand side in PPML (bottom).

5.3. Case Studies
To demonstrate the capabilities of PPME, we use the same two simulations as case
studies that were already considered for PPML [Awile et al. 2013]. The first one, the
Gray-Scott reaction-diffusion system as presented in Section 3.1, is an example of a
simulation of a continuous deterministic model. The second one, Lennard-Jones molec-
ular dynamics is an example of a simulation of a discrete deterministic model. An N-
body simulation as a third example further illustrates the initialization of particles
from external data.

5.3.1. Gray-Scott Reaction-Diffusion System. The PPME program for the Gray-Scott sim-
ulation is shown in Fig. 15. It follows the typical structure of a particle-based simu-
lation, starting with the initialization of topology and particles, followed by the sim-
ulation loop. The notation in PPME is concise and close to the domain idiom. The
program starts with the module definition and the referenced runtime constants. At
the beginning of the simulation, topology, particles, and neighbor lists are set up. The
time steps are contained in the timeloop and are solely defined through the differen-
tial equations to be solved. For the equation block, the developer has to specify the
particle list the equations are working on, and the time-stepping method. Note that
the continuous fields U and V are automatically discretized on the particle list during
code generation.

5.3.2. Lennard-Jones Molecular Dynamics. The implemented Lennard-Jones case is an
instance of molecular dynamics [Frenkel and Smit 2001], an item-based simulation
to study molecular processes. The atoms are directly represented as particles, located
in continuous space. Pairwise potentials between atoms define the continuous forces
acting on them. While the basic algorithm for the simulation, i.e., computing pair-
wise interactions of particles and updating their positions and properties, remains the
same, the exact definition of the forces is specific to the application. A classical force
definition is given by the Lennard-Jones potential, which is suitable for describing in-
ert gases. The pairwise force between atoms depends on the distance between them
(r), the depth of the potential well ("), and the fall-off distance (�) of the interaction
potential. Particle properties such as acceleration (a) or velocity (v) change according
to the forces, causing the particles to move. Additionally, a cutoff radius to ignore neg-
ligibly small long-range interactions is applied. The essential part of simulating the
potential is located in the timeloop depicted in Figure 16. Therein, the force acting
on the particles due to pairwise interactions is computed and applied. The loop can
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Other Domain-Specific Languages

§ Dolphin (for the FEniCS library) for 
parallel finite-element simulations: 
fenicsproject.org (Simula, U 
Cambridge, U Chicago, 
KTH)

§ Liszt for mesh-based solvers: 
liszt.stanford.edu (Stanford U)



Other parallel 
libraries



ScaLAPACK

§ Basic linear algebra routines
§ Parallelized by “divide and conquer” or block 

distribution
§ Based on LAPACK (Linear Algebra PACKage) 

and BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines)
§ Written in Fortran 90
§ Successor of LINPACK, which was originally 

written for vector supercomputers in the 1970s
§ Implemented on top of MPI using MIMD, SPMD, 

and explicit message passing

http://www.netlib.org/scalapack/



ParMETIS

§ Multilevel graph partitioning in parallel for very 
large or complex graphs

§ Written in C
§ Computes efficient approximate solution to the 

minimum edge cut problem (among other 
things)

§ Useful to determine good domain 
decompositions or communication schedules

http://glaros.dtc.umn.edu/gkhome/metis/parmetis/overview



PETSc

§ Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific 
computation

§ Suite of data structures (core: distributed 
vectors and matrices) and routines for linear 
and non-linear solvers

§ Uses two MPI communicators: 
PETSC_COMM_SELF for the library-internal 
communication and PETSC_COMM_WORLD for 
user processes

§ User (almost) never has to call MPI himself 
when using PETSc

§ Written in C, callable from Fortran

http://www.mcs.anl.gov/petsc/petsc-as/



PETSc performance

§ Has been used to solve systems with over 500 
millions unknowns

§ Has been shown to scale up to over 6000 
processors



PETSc structure



PETSc numerical solvers



Other libraries that are based on PETSc

§ Prometheus: extremely scalable unstructured-
mesh finite element solver

§ libMesh: unstructured mesh generator
§ TAO: advanced and large-scale optimization
§ SLEPc: eigenvalue problems
§ MUMPS: sparse direct linear system solvers
§ OpenFVM: general-purpose CFD (Navier-

Stokes) solver for flow simulations using finite 
volumes

§ OOFEM: object-oriented finite element library
§ DEAL.II: C++ finite-element simulation package



Parallel NAG Library (Commercial)

§ Based on MPI
§ Solvers for:

• Solution of dense, banded and sparse linear 
equations

• Solution of eigenvalue problems
• Minimization of unconstrained nonlinear least 

squares and general nonlinear problems
• Fast Fourier transforms
• Numerical integration
• Parallel random number generation
• Matrix operations and data distribution utilities

http://www.nag.co.uk/numeric/fd/fddescription.asp



Parallel random numbers: SPRNG

§ Random number sequence does not depend on 
the number of processors used, but only on the 
seed à reproducible Monte Carlo simulations in 
parallel

§ SPRNG implements parallel-safe, high-quality 
random number generators

§ C++/Fortran (used to be C/Fortran in previous 
versions)

http://sprng.cs.fsu.edu/



Parallel tree search: ALPS

§ Implements all state-of-the-art tree search 
algorithms

§ Parallelization is based on the notion of 
“knowledge generation” and “knowledge 
sharing”

§ Uses a three-stage Master-Hub-Worker sub-
tree decomposition scheme

§ Implemented using MPI as a C++ class library



Parallel PDE solvers: POOMA

§ Collection of templated C++ classes for writing 
parallel PDE solvers

§ Provides high-level data types (abstractions) for 
fields and particles using data-parallel arrays

§ Supports finite-difference simulations on 
structured, unstructured, and adaptive grids. 
Also supports particle simulations, hybrid 
particle-mesh simulations, and Monte Carlo

§ Uses mixed message-passing/thread 
parallelism

http://acts.nersc.gov/pooma/



Parallel OO numerics: TRILINOS

§ Collection of packages for object-oriented 
parallel numerical simulations

§ Based on LAPACK and BLAS
§ Includes:

§ Domain decomposition and load balancing methods
§ Multi-level preconditioners
§ Linear and Eigen solvers using block-iterative methods
§ Time integrators
§ Parallel automatic differentiation
§ …

http://trilinos.sandia.gov/



Pthreads in Fortran: forthreads

§ Fortran 2003 wrapper for POSIX Threads
§ Portable native multi-threading in Fortran
§ O. Awile and I. F. Sbalzarini. A pthreads wrapper 

for Fortran 2003. ACM Trans. Math. Softw., 
40(3):19:1–19:15, 2014.

http://mosaic.mpi-cbg.de



And many, many more…

§ Aztec (iterative solvers for sparse linear systems)
§ SuperLU (LU decomposition)
§ Umfpack (unsymmetric multifrontal LU)
§ EISPACK (Eigen solvers)
§ Fishpack (cyclic reduction for 2nd & 4th order FD)
§ PARTI (Parallel run-time system)
§ Bisect (recursive orthogonal bisection)
§ ROMIO (parallel distributed file I/O)
§ …


